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Soviet Military Doctrine

RAYMOND L. GARTHOFF
Despite unimpressive performances in earlier struggles, the Red Army emerged from World War II the largest and in some respects the most powerful ground force in the world. The politico-military influence exerted by this army not only assured the communist domination of the Axis satellite states, but, even in the face of a temporary American monopoly of atomic weapons, gravely threatened the security of western Europe. It remains the principal menace to world peace. Yet so little is known about this military force that one author writing on the Red Army appropriately entitled his book *The Unknown Army*. The number of really useful books on the Red Army appearing in the English language can be listed on the fingers of one hand. Until Mr. Garthoff supplied the deficiency, there was not a single one available on Soviet military doctrine.

Military doctrine may be said to consist in the guiding policies, basic assumptions, fundamental principles, and methods of achieving a nation's political objectives by military means. Strategy and tactics, weapons systems, training and discipline all contribute—under the guiding influence of doctrine—to the attainment of the objectives sought. If the doctrine is sound and well calculated to serve the national interest in a given situation, the attainment of objectives will be accomplished in economical fashion. If not, false doctrine may lead to national disaster. The usefulness of Mr. Garthoff's soundly documented pioneer study to anyone trying to understand the requirements of western European and American security can hardly be overestimated.

In preideological days the study of military doctrine was a simpler matter than it is today. Since Soviet military doctrine is bound up with revolutionary and party origins, with the day-to-day matters of political control of the USSR and its satellites, and with the inevitable problem of world conquest, it is, as the reader of this volume will
soon discover, a complicated matter requiring frequent restatement in order to win full acceptance even among its own authors. Once accepted, however, doctrine takes on a special political "sacredness" which makes it hard to alter in any way.

It is precisely in the claim that its military doctrine is something unique and always "correct" that the Soviet Union lays itself open to the most dangerous errors in the future. It is also in this field that history presents the most embarrassing refutations of its theories. As in the case of "Führer worship" with the Nazis, the glorification of Stalin—or whoever may be the ruler of the Soviet Union in the future—is certain to present grave handicaps to the efficient functioning of the Red Army. This will be true simply because the military doctrine he has approved must always be "right." The corrective force of experience has been and will be slow to make itself felt in the military operations conducted by the Soviet Union, even in the face of threatening disaster.

This accounts in part for the narrow margin by which the Soviet Union escaped military defeat in the summer of 1941. Soviet military doctrine had not changed substantially in the period from 1939 to 1941; yet Stalin, in an expansive mood at Teheran, admitted that the Red Army was poorly organized and inefficient during the Finnish war (1939–1940) and had to be "reorganized." Despite this he said that the Red Army was unable to meet the Wehrmacht on equal terms in the summer of 1941. It had to be "reorganized" again in the midst of the German war before it became what Stalin called a "genuinely good army." The Russian people and the troops of the Red Army were heroic; this Stalin admitted. Soviet military doctrine was "correct"—it had to be. What, then, can explain the defeats and losses which almost destroyed the Soviet State in the summer of 1941? The answer may well be found in the frantic efforts made in the Soviet Union to glorify Stalin as a military leader and thus conceal his primary responsibility for the failures and losses of that year.

Military forces in action look and perform differently from the way they do in theory or on the parade ground. Thus, when Stendhal's youthful hero in La Chartreuse de Parme rushed toward Waterloo to see Napoleon's famous army, he found only a rabble of thieves and
cutthroats who promptly stole his horse. So it was with the Red Army in World War II. Despite all the precautions which the Soviets took to keep Allied observers away from the fighting front, a considerable number of Allied officers and large numbers of Germans saw the Red Army in action. What they saw did violence to many of the doctrines enshrined in Soviet military literature. As Lord Kitchener once said, "One makes war as one must—not as one would like to." The task of the student of military affairs is to determine how much of Soviet military doctrine is real and how much is political window dressing, or klyukva, a Russian word sometimes used to describe a certain type of amusingly inaccurate information.

Though change is slow, the rate at which it occurs in Soviet military doctrine is a matter of vital importance to all countries outside the iron curtain. If the Soviets maintain for a considerable period of time the doctrines described in this volume, the menace which the Red Army poses to the security of western Europe and the United States will remain at a certain degree of magnitude. If these doctrines should undergo radical change in the next decade, the danger might be of an entirely different character.

Up to the present, Soviet doctrine has tended to minimize the importance of strategic air operations. Does this attitude arise from poverty of equipment and lack of experience or from a fixed belief? History records one rather frightening example of an empire's imitating and then perfecting the war methods of another in order to destroy the country providing the model. Rome lost the command of the seas to Carthaginian galleys early in the Punic wars. By first copying these galleys and then perfecting boarding tactics, the Romans won back the command of the seas and prepared the way for the eventual destruction of Carthage. Fortunately for us the "new" Soviet history explains the downfall of Carthage in strictly Marxist terms!

Mr. Garthoff's achievement in sifting this considerable body of information concerning Soviet military doctrine from the numerous sources he consulted is a very real one. It proves once again that the great libraries of a nation are among the first sources of really useful military intelligence. The author can enjoy the satisfaction which
comes from having thrown a considerable amount of light on one
dark area of what Mr. Churchill, attempting to describe the Russian
problem, once called "an enigma wrapped in mystery."

H. A. DeWeerd
Chairman, Department of History
University of Missouri
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INTRODUCTION

The intention of this study has been to construct the pattern of Soviet military doctrine and to offer certain interpretations of its basis. This means largely discovering and clarifying that which is taught, believed, and intended by the Soviets as the basis for their conduct of war and battle. At the same time, an endeavor has been made not merely to determine manifest Soviet doctrine, but also to formulate and to make explicit those tenets which are themselves not recognized by the Soviets as part of their formal doctrine, but which nonetheless actually play a substantial role in it.

No comprehensive study of "Western military doctrine" or of the military doctrines of other states exists to serve as a point of comparison and departure in preparing this study. Accordingly, it has been necessary to avoid the temptations and dangers of considering military ideas common to other armies as being peculiarly "Soviet." The author has been assisted in this by the comments of a number of USA and USAF regular officers and by a careful comparison of Soviet and U.S. Army manuals and regulations. References to these regulations are made where the comparison or contrast will assist the reader in perceiving distinctive Soviet ideas or nuances. Many of the points set forth apply to the military science of other nations; no attempt has been made to locate principles of exclusive relevance to Soviet doctrine. Yet the picture of Soviet military doctrine which emerges from this study includes significant differences in stress from what might have been expected in terms of knowledge of Western military science, or Marxism, or Russian military history. It is the total combination of principles (which in themselves may each be but variations of ideas held by other military thinkers or doctrines current or historical) which is distinctive. Similarly,
Marxism-Leninism, Imperial Russian doctrine, foreign influences, and the geographic-political basis of the power situation of the USSR all have contributed to the formation of Soviet military doctrine. The first chapter of this study deals with the fundamental problem of the relation of Soviet military and political doctrines and strategies. From this perspective, the present study is significant not only for its analysis of Soviet military doctrine per se, but also for the light it may shed upon Soviet modes of thought and upon the over-all behavior pattern of the Soviet elite.*

Primary among the many available Soviet sources which have been used are the Field Regulations and manuals of the armed forces, the relevant writings of political and military leaders, and the military press in general, all of which have been studied intensively. The Bibliography includes the more worth while of those works consulted. There is a common misconception that all Soviet writing is "merely propaganda" and hence is not capable of pointing to real effective doctrine. There is a certain foundation for this, in that the Soviet popular press is limited to a number of standard and repetitive themes often quite alien to fact and to practice. But it must be remembered that the military regulations, and the periodical and other military press, provide the bases for the education of Soviet officers and the guide for their conduct of war. A considerable amount of information, even candid admissions of shortcomings, can be found in them. It is not unusual for Soviet generals to contribute articles on tactics to the military journals. In fact, the journal Military Thought (which is restricted to field grade and general officers) includes the results of research at the Frunze General Staff College. Suggested innovations or changes in tactical doctrine are occasionally published (always with the express notation "presented

* The pioneer analysis of Soviet political doctrine by Nathan Leites, The Operational Code of the Politburo, The RAND Series, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951, provides a basis for a comparison with the conclusions of this study, a number of peculiarities in doctrine in each either corresponding or being identical.
by way of discussion”). The Bibliography to this study includes a brief note on all the Soviet military periodical publications.

Soviet statements concerning actual performance of the armed forces are presented not as statements of the record of Soviet military history, but rather as illustrations of points of doctrine. They may or may not be correct. Even when exaggerated, the exaggeration tends to reach toward the ideal and is hence useful as an indication of doctrine. Various non-Soviet, especially German, commentaries on the Soviet armed forces and their doctrine have also been consulted. None of them, however, survey or even summarize Soviet military doctrine, “formal” or actual.* In addition to these sources, the statements of former Soviet officers who have left the Soviet Union and have contributed their knowledge of Soviet military affairs (through articles published abroad and by personal interviews conducted by this author and his colleagues) have been cautiously used.

The presentation of Soviet military doctrine by current operative principles has been adopted as being a more meaningful and useful approach than a chronological historical development. The author has not attempted to write a study of the war experience of the Red Army, but reference is made to illustrations and evidence from the record of the recent war.

Part I of this study is concerned with the relation between Soviet military doctrine and Soviet political doctrine and strategy. The fundamental Bolshevik “combat image” of the world and political relations is discussed, and the chief basic assumptions of Bolshevism that provide the framework within which Soviet military thought is cast are evaluated.

Soviet concepts of military thought are also examined. In general, they correspond to those of the West, with two significant exceptions. First, the Soviets distinguish an “operating art,” between the tradi-

tional categories of strategy and tactics, which is considered to correspond to field military operations by an Army or Front (Army Group). Second, the Soviets do not formulate an explicit enumeration of principles of war (although there is a partially equivalent list of "permanently operating factors"). In fact, there is an implicit set of Soviet principles of war corresponding generally to those of the Western powers but exhibiting interesting peculiarities.

The background influences of Marxism, Imperial Russian doctrine, and foreign military authorities on the development of Soviet military doctrine are also reviewed. The chief conclusions of Part I are: (1) Marxism-Leninism exerted relatively little direct influence on Soviet military doctrine per se and there is no new "Stalinist military science." The chief direct influences are the attitudes toward morale and initiative and the institution of political commissars. (2) The influence of the Imperial Russian army and doctrine is very considerable. (3) Foreign military influences, notably the ideas of Clausewitz, have contributed to Soviet military doctrine.

Part II of the study represents a distillation and analysis of the current basic Soviet principles of war. The fifteen chapters of this Part analyze these principles, the sum of which is the essence of Soviet military doctrine. The salient principles of military action are the offensive, maneuver and initiative, the concentration of force, the economy of force, surprise and deception, momentum of advance and pursuit, annihilation of all opposition, maintenance of strong reserves, and the close cooperation of combined mutually supporting arms.

Part III of the study is a more detailed examination of the operational, tactical, and organizational field doctrine of the various combat arms of the Soviet armed forces. The missions of land power, airpower, and sea power in Soviet doctrine and the doctrine for implementing these missions are analyzed.

Many of the data date from the Soviet-German war, but sufficient material from recent postwar years is available to warrant assumptions of current applicability, with some exceptions as noted. More-
over, the Soviets themselves stress that the data of the recent war are the basis for the further development of their military doctrine.

Transliterated Russian terms for organizations and key words are included where the inconsistency of Western translation or the novelty of the term to Western thinking requires specific indication of the original.* The appended Glossary includes such terms.

* The Library of Congress system of transliteration has been used, except in the case of proper names or place names well known in a different spelling, and with the exceptions of a ʹγ instead of the double ʹιι at the end of, and ʹγα or ʹγυ instead of ʹια or ʹιυ at the beginning of, a proper name.
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15. Ibid., July 8.
16. Ibid., July 23.
20. Estimates on the size of the Soviet air force in June, 1941, vary widely, but the German combat reports indicate that the figures given are approximately accurate. In the article "Russian Air Strategy," Military Review, Vol. 30, No. 8, November, 1950, p. 94, Soviet air losses in the summer of 1941 are estimated at 8000 aircraft; this is consistent with combat reports mentioned by Halder (cf. especially "Diary," Vol. 6, July 1, 1941). In Pravda, October 5, 1941, A. S. Shcherbakov, an alternate member of the Politburo, even admitted Soviet losses of 5316 aircraft.
22. Ibid., July 1, 1941.
25. Pirogov, in an interview with this author.

27. Tippelskirch, *op. cit.*, p. 203, states that 1300 combat aircraft were committed in June, 1941; Churchill, in *The Grand Alliance*, p. 354, gives the figure as 2700; and Lee, in *The German Air Force*, New York, 1946, p. 110, and Lt. Col. J. Accart (France) in *Forces Aériennes Françaises* ("French Air Forces"), No. 19, April, 1948, both estimate that 3000 aircraft were committed.

28. Stalin himself told Hopkins that the Soviet strength was 24,000 tanks in 60 divisions (brigades) of 350 to 400 each, and an allotment of 50 tanks to each infantry division (Sherwood, *op. cit.*, p. 335). United States estimates give the losses indicated (Army Information Digest, Vol. 5, No. 11, November, 1950, p. 61, and G. Underhill, "The Story of Soviet Armor," *Armed Cavalry Journal*, No. 3, May–June, 1950, p. 21). Hart, *Defense of the West*, p. 21, gives the figures in the German specific reference and the total; Assmann also gives the over-all Axis total at 3000 tanks (Foreign Affairs, Vol. 28, No. 2, January, 1950, p. 310). Halder, "Diary," Vol. 6, July 2, 1941, estimated Soviet strength at that date as being 15,000 tanks. Guderian reports that Hitler told him in August, 1941, that if he had believed Guderian's statement in 1937 that the Soviets had 10,000 tanks, he would never have attacked. (Gen. Heinz Guderian, *Erinnerungen eines Soldaten* ["Memoirs of a Soldier"], Heidelberg, 1951, p. 172.)


30. Halder, "Diary," Vol. 7, entry for October 10–November 3, 1941 (made in one entry because Halder was in the hospital during this time).


34. In an appended postwar commentary to Halder's unpublished "Diary."

35. One ring was headed by a veteran Soviet spy, Richard Sorge, in Tokyo. (For the official United States account of this, see *The Congressional Record*, Vol. 95, Part 12, February 10, 1949, p. A-719.) The other source was through a network in Switzerland which obtained information from a high-ranking German staff source (cf. Foote, *op. cit.*, pp. 113–115 and 205).


39. A number of interviews conducted by the author. The only exceptions are Lt. Colonel Tokaev (Tokaev, *op. cit.*, p. 34), who states that on April 16, 1941, General Klokov, of the Political Administration, announced to a small select group that war was expected "at any moment"; that "it is essential that we should not be caught unawares"; and that to meet this the Soviets would themselves attack first in August; and Nora Korozhenko Murray, then a minor NKVD agent in Moscow, who said that she was told by an NKVD captain in late May, 1941, that "Russia will be at war in a month's time" (Nora Murray, *I Spied for Stalin*, London, 1950, pp. 202–204 and p. 215).

41. Markoff, *Saturday Evening Post*, Vol. 222, No. 46, 1950, pp. 175-176; several interviews with former Soviet officers; and a former high-ranking German military source.


43. Tippelskirch, *op. cit.*, pp. 214-216.

This bibliography has been selected from the sources used in the preparation of this study, eliminating highly technical works of relatively little interest or value for our subject. Many sources were taken from the Soviet military periodical press, but to list the relevant articles drawn from military periodical sources of thirty-five years, the last ten of them intensively covered, would do the reader little service. Accordingly, only a few of the most generally useful recent articles have been listed, and the various organs of the military press have been described in a bibliographical note on Soviet periodical military publications.

Although a subject categorization of sources has its advantages, it also requires a great deal of duplication; and since the footnotes to the text carry much of this burden, the bibliography is arranged according to the nature of the source: Soviet—official regulations, manuals, and field orders, and other military writings; and non-Soviet—former Soviet officers, German sources (given separately because of the particular German military contact), other Western observers and analysts of Soviet military affairs, and certain related non-Soviet sources referred to in this study. The vast amount written of late in the Western periodical press has been sifted for the most useful recent articles of special relevance to a study on doctrine, omitting the numerous discussions of current capabilities and speculations on intentions.

The bibliography is divided into the following sections:

Note on Soviet periodical military publications;
A. Official Soviet regulations and manuals;
B. Soviet sources: books and pamphlets;
C. Soviet sources: selected recent periodical references;
D. Soviet sources: Radio Moscow and TASS;
E. Former Soviet sources;
NOTE ON SOVIET PERIODICAL MILITARY PUBLICATIONS

The military nonperiodical press is centralized in the Military Publishing House [Voennoe Izdatel'stvo, or, usually, Voenizdat], and although all its publications are not official, they at least pass through official channels. Those which are official are thus designated: before 1946, the Peoples' Commissariat of Defense (NKO); from 1946 to 1950, the Ministry of the Armed Forces (MVS); and since February, 1950, the Ministry of War (VM) and the Ministry of the Navy (MVMF). The Voenizdat is apparently under the Affairs Administration of the Ministry of War (now Defense).

There are no "unofficial" service journals or newspapers. Aside from local newspapers, there are two official newspapers, Krasnaia Zvezda and Krasnyi Flot. Krasnaia Zvezda ("Red Star"), published by the Chief Political Administration of the Soviet Army (since 1924), appears daily. It discusses military and political subjects, with a very significant continuing decline in the former since the end of the war. It has special correspondents, especially in wartime, and also takes articles by officers. Krasnyi Flot ("Red Fleet") is the equivalent for the Navy and is published by its Chief Administration (since 1938). On neither letterhead is the political administration listed, and each states merely that it is the "organ of the Ministry of War (the Navy)."

The most important military periodical is Voennaia Mysl' ("Military Thought"), published monthly since 1937 by the Historical Division of the General Staff of the Soviet Army.* It usually carries articles by leading military authorities on strategic and tactical problems of importance, although it, too, is less useful in time of peace. The chief editor is Major General Nikolai Talensky. It is marked: "For Generals, Admirals, and Officers of the Soviet Army and Navy only" and is further limited in its actual circulation.

Voennyi Vestnik ("Military Herald") is published monthly by the Chief Administration for the Ground Forces and has been since 1921. Since 1948

*Of the numerous early military journals which did not survive the 1930's, we need mention only a few which were especially important, and which were used in this study. Voennaia Nauka i Revolutsiia ("Military Science and the Revolution") was the organ of the Revolutionary Military Council (High Command). In 1922 its name was changed to Voennaia Mysl' i Revolutsiia ("Military Thought and Revolution"), and, later, to Voina i Revolutsiia ("War and the Revolution"), which was replaced in 1937 by Voennaia Mysl' ("Military Thought").
it has declined very considerably in terms of tactical information and now presents primarily political indoctrination and general training guides.

*Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota* ("Herald of the Air Fleet") is published by the Chief Administration of the Army Air Force (VVS). Published since 1917; twice monthly until 1945, since then, published monthly.

*Artilleriiskii Zhurnal* ("The Artillery Journal") has been published monthly, since 1931, by the Chief Administration of Artillery.

*Tankist* ("The Tankist"), recently renamed from *Zhurnal Avto-Brone-tankovykh i Mekhanizirovannykh Voisk* ("The Journal of the Tank and Mechanized Troops"), is published monthly by that Chief Administration.

*Sovetskii Sviazist* ("Soviet Communications Man"), formerly *Sviaz* ("Communication") is the organ of the Chief Administration for the Communication Troops.

*Voennno-Inzhenernyi Zhurnal* ("The Military Engineering Journal") is published by the Chief Administration for Military Engineers.

*Tyl i Snabzhenie Vooruzhennykh Sil* ("The Rear and the Supply of the Armed Forces") is published by the Chief Administration of the Rear.

*Vestnik Protivo-Vozdushnoi Oborony* ("The Herald of the Air Defense Force") has been issued monthly since 1929 by the Main Administration of the Anti-Air Defense Force (PVO).

*Morskoi Sbornik* ("The Naval Journal"), the official naval organ, is a useful tactical-instructional magazine for naval officers, published monthly since the early 1930's.

The DOSAAF ("Voluntary Society for Aid to the Army, Aviation, and the Fleet") publishes several paramilitary periodicals. The most important is *Voennoe Znamia* ("Military Banner"), formerly the organ of DOSARM, published since 1948. Its predecessor was the journal *Za Oboronu* ("For Defense"), published since 1924 by Osoaviakhim and the MPVO of the NKVD (MVD). Since October, 1950, an aviation journal called *Kril'ia Rodiny* ("Wings of the Motherland"), has been published—first by DOSAV, and then, since the amalgamation of the preservice organizations, by DOSAAF.

The Ministry of the Aviation Industry (MAP) published a highly technical monthly periodical from 1926 to 1946 (now believed discontinued), called *Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota* ("Technology of the Air Fleet").

The Ministry of the Maritime Fleet (MMF) has, since 1940, published a technical journal called *Morskoi Flot* ("The Maritime Fleet") for the guidance of its officers.

*Voennye Znaniia* ("Military Knowledge") is a recent popular journal on military affairs.
A. OFFICIAL SOVIET REGULATIONS AND MANUALS


Ibid., Part II (Vol. 2) (Squadron and Regiment), provisional, Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 170 pp.

Boevoi Ustav Pekhoty Krasnoi Armii ("Infantry Combat Regulations of the Red Army"), Part I (Vol. 1) (Soldier, Squad, Platoon, Company), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 267 pp. (Security classified in USSR). Reissued in 1943, 1944, and 1945, and not known to have been superseded.

Ibid., Part II (Vol. 2) (Battalion, Regiment), 1942, 293 pp. (Security classified in USSR). Reissued in 1943, 1944, and 1945, and not known to have been superseded.


Distsiplinarnyi Ustav Krasnoi Armii ("Disciplinary Regulations of the Red Army"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1941, 31 pp. (by order No. 356 of Marshal Timoshenko, October 12, 1940).

Distsiplinarnyi Ustav Vooruzhennyykh Sil Soiuza SSR ("Disciplinary Regulations of the Armed Forces of the USSR"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1946, 50 pp.

Ibid., 1948, 50 pp.


Doprizyvnaia Voennaia Podgotovka ("Pre-Military Training"), Uchebgiz, Moscow, 1941, 378 pp., edited by Colonel S. F. Petrovsky. Textbook for 8th, 9th, and 10th grade students.


(Vremennaya) Instruktsiia po Organizatsii Sviazi, Opoveshecheniiia i Signalizatsii PVO na Promob’ektakh ("Provisional Instructions for the Organization of Communications, Warnings, and Signaling for the PVO [Air Defense] of Industrial Objectives"), PVO Administration, Moscow, 1939, 4 pp. (Security classified in USSR.)

Instruktsiia po Organizatsii Sviazy v Aviasoedineniakh i Aviachastiakh ("In-
Instructions on the Organization of Communications in Air Formations and Units”), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1943, 51 pp.


A translation of this manual exists in the Pentagon Library.


(Vremennyi) Polevoi Ustav RKKA ("The Provisional Field Regulations of the RKKA"), Moscow-Leningrad, 1925.


Polevoi Ustav Krasnoi Armii, 1940 Goda ("Field Regulations of the Red Army, 1940"), projected, Gosvoenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 366 pp.


Programma Doprizyvnoi Voennoi Podgotovki Uchashchikhsia, RSFSR ("Program of Premilitary Military Training of Students, RSFSR"), NKO, Moscow, 1942, 80 pp.


Rukovodstvo po Nazemnoi Razvedke ("Manual on Ground Reconnaissance"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1941, 125 pp.


No further volumes are known to have been published.


General close-order drill regulations, basic unit formations, commands, etc.

Ibid., 1939, 132 pp.

Ibid., 1940, 134 pp.

Stroevoi Ustav Vooruzhennykh Sil Soiuza SSR ("Drill Regulations of the Armed Forces of the USSR"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1947, 192 pp.

An adaptation of the prewar infantry drill regulations to fit the "unified" armed forces of the postwar era.

Ibid., 1948, 189 pp.

Taktika Aviatsii ("Aviation Tactics"), textbook for VVS students, Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 408 pp.


Vozdushnoi Boi Istrebitelei ("Aerial Fighter Combat"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 40 pp.

Conclusions from the combat experience of fighters of the PVO.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

B. SOVIET SOURCES: BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS


AGOKIS, E. V., Osnovy Vooruzhennia Samoilov ("Basic Aircraft Armament"), Gosizdoboprom, Moscow, 1940, 152 pp.


A general history and technical survey.

Artilleriiskoe Nastuplenie ("The Artillery Offensive"), Staff of the 82 OMSB, 1943, 28 pp.

Artilleriiskoe Nastuplenie ("The Artillery Offensive"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 48 pp.

Articles on this subject which appeared in Red Star through March, 1942.

Artilleriia v Gorakh ("Artillery in the Mountains"), Voenizdat, NKO, 1940, 37 pp.

A collection of articles.

Artilleriia v Nastupatel'nykh Boiakh ("Artillery in Offensive Battles"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1944, 68 pp.

A collection of articles.


A political-ideological tract.

BAZILEVICH, PROFESSOR K. V., Russkoe Voennoe Iskusstvo ("The Russian Art of War"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1944, 23 pp.

A Soviet eulogy of Russian military commanders of the past.


A translation of the book listed above.

*Bitva pod Kurskom* ("The Battle of Kursk"), A Short Outline, Voenizdat, Moscow, 1945, 95 pp.

A study of the Historical Division of the General Staff of the Red Army.


The basic Soviet work on the subject.

*Boevoi Opot Artillerii v Otechestvennoi Voine* ("The Combat Experience of Artillery in the Fatherland War"), Collection 1, Artillery Staff of the Red Army, Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1943, 81 pp.


A general account based on published Western sources.

*Bols'haia Sovetskaia Entsiklopediia* ("The Great Soviet Encyclopedia"). See especially the articles listed below:

BIBLIOGRAPHY


The authors of these articles in the second edition are mostly, if not all, Soviet generals who serve as professors of military science or in the Historical Division of the General Staff.


Bor’ba S Nemetskoi Artilleriei (“The Struggle with German Artillery”), Collection of Articles No. 1, Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1944, 56 pp.


Stories of a war correspondent.


An unusually thorough Soviet account. (The last volume has been translated into English and is in the Pentagon Library.)


Reprint of his speech on Stalin’s seventieth birthday from Bol’shevik, No. 24, 1949.


Reprint of his speech of February 23, 1948.


The best and most complete Soviet account of this subject.


This book was criticized in a number of particulars in the Soviet military press after both editions. It remains a very interesting account, despite these "errors.


*Deistviia Strelkovogo Otdeleniia v Boiu (Boevye Primery)* ("The Actions of a Rifle Squad in Battle [Combat Examples]"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1949, 102 pp.

Written by noncommissioned officer participants under the guidance of Colonel Ya. F. Potekhin.


*Desiat’ Let Krasnoi Armii* ("Ten Years of the Red Army"), Voennyi Vestnik, Moscow, 1928.


EVSTIGNEEV, MAJOR GENERAL V. N., *Razgrom Imperialisticheskoi Iaponii Na Dal’nom Vostoke v 1945 Godu* ("The Defeat of Imperialist Japan
BIBLIOGRAPHY


FEDOTOV, A. V., Ob'edinenniaa Brigada ("A United Brigade"), Moscow, 1945, 39 pp.


Notes of an army correspondent.


———, COLONEL N., The Defence of Moscow, FLPH, Moscow, 1944, 39 pp.


First appeared in the periodical Armiiia i Revoliutsiia, No. 1, 1921.

———, Isbrannye Proizvedeniia ("Selected Works"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 262 pp.

———, Sochineniia, Vols. 1–3, Moscow, 1929.


GALATINOV, MAJOR GENERAL M., Strategicheskaiia Tsel' ("The Strategic Objective"), pp. 117–154.

This is an excerpt from some unidentified Soviet publication of 1943 or later.

GALIN, B., Ofitser Tankovykh Voisk ("An Officer of Tank Troops"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1946, 80 pp.

Memoirs in biography of Major General Gusakovsky.
GA.PICH, MAJOR GENERAL N. I., Sluzhba Sviazi v Osnovnykh Vidakh Obschchevoiskogo Boia (SD i SK) ("Communication Service in Combined Arms Combat, Infantry Division and Corps"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 303 pp.

GARNICH, MAJOR GENERAL N. F., Borodinskoe Srazhenie ("The Battle of Borodino"), public lecture, Moscow, 1949, 31 pp.

——, Otechestvennaia Voina 1812 Goda ("The Fatherland War of 1812"), public lecture, Moscow, 1949, 39 pp.


——, Razgrom Iudeniacha ("The Defeat of Yudenich"), Gosizdat, Moscow-Leningrad, 1929, 152 pp.


GOLUBEV, A., M. V. Frunze O Kharaktere Budushchei Voiny ("M. V. Frunze on the Character of Future War"), Frunze Military Academy, Gosvoenizdat, Moscow, 1931, 126 pp.


GORODOVIKOV, O., Konnitsa v Otechestvennoi Voine ("Cavalry in the Fatherland War"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 80 pp.


Grazhdanskaia Voina: Materialy po Istorii Krasnoi Armii ("The Civil War:
520  BIBLIOGRAPHY


The Heroic Defence of Sevastopol, FLPH, Moscow, 1942, 128 pp. Collected articles by participants in its defense and observers.

Heroic Leningrad, FLPH, Moscow, 1945, 152 pp. Collected articles by participants in its defense and by observers.


IGNAT'EV, S. P., Khotim Letat’ (“We Want To Fly”), DOSARM, Moscow, 1950, 123 pp.

A continuation of the author's memoirs.
Translation of Book 1 of Zapiski Partizana.

IKONNIKOV, I. A., Maskirovka Boitsa ("Camouflage of the Fighter"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1942, 30 pp.
———, Maskirovka Boitsa Zimoi ("Camouflage of the Fighter in Winter"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1941, 38 pp.

IONOV, MAJOR GENERAL P. P., Istrebitel'naia Aviatsiia ("Fighter Aviation"), Moscow, 1940, 150 pp.

The history of the Soviet Navy in the war by the former Naval Chief of Staff.

ISAYEV [ISAEV], MAJOR GENERAL F., Bitva za Dnepr ("The Battle for the Dnepr"), Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1944, 31 pp.
By a Soviet General Staff officer.
A Ukrainian translation of a lecture given in Russian on October 20, 1944.


Joseph Stalin, A Short Biography, FLPH, Moscow, 1947, 204 pp.
The usual eulogy of Stalin's role in the Civil and Fatherland Wars is included.

———, Voennaia Opasnost' i Zadachi Oborony SSSR ("Military Danger and the Tasks of Defense of the USSR"), Partizdat, Moscow, 1933.

1928, 91 pp.
———, AND K. BERENDS, Kievskaia Operatsiia Poliakov 1920 Goda ("The
Primarily concerned with machine-gun tactics.


KARATUN, F. I., Ukreplenie Mestnosti Zimoi ("Fortification of the Terrain in Winter"), Gosvoenizdat, Moscow, 1940, 31 pp.

KARATYGIN, P., Mobilizatsiia Promyshlennosti Dlia Nuzhd Voiny ("Mobilization of Industry for War Needs"), Voennyi Vestnik, Moscow, 1925.


KATAEV, VALENTIN, Za Vlast' Sovetov ("For the Power of the Soviets"), Moscow-Leningrad, 1949, 554 pp.
A novel of Odessa and its partisan underground.

KATUKOV, MAJOR GENERAL OF TANK TROOPS M., Boevye Deistviia Tankov ("Combat Actions of Tanks"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 20 pp.

KEKCHEEV, PROFESSOR K., Psikhofiziologija, Maskirovka i Razvedka ("Psychophysiology, Camouflage and Reconnaissance"), Gosizdat, Moscow, 1942, 105 pp.

Kharkov, FLPH, Moscow, 1943, 27 pp.
Collection of articles on this battle.


KHRUSTOV, F. D., Frunze O Voiskom Vospitanii ("Frunze on Military Education"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1946, 64 pp.

KNIAZEV, MAJOR GENERAL M. S., Oborona Strelkogo Korpusa ("Defense of a Rifle Corps"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 74 pp.
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---, Bor'ba v Pozisionnykh Uslugakh ("Position Warfare"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1939, 156 pp.
The story of the Belorussian partisan group under Kovpak's command.
An autobiography of the famous ace, with stress on peacetime preparation made by the youth. He was thrice Hero of the Soviet Union.
Memoirs of a partisan.
An account of the military operations of the Western Allies by a Soviet war correspondent.
KUZNETSOV, SEMEN, Zhezlov i Ego Druz'ia ("Zhezlov and His Friends"), Molodaia Gvardiia, Moscow, 1946, 112 pp.
Stories about military flyers.
---, *Rastkazy o Perezhitom* ("Stories on [wartime] Experiences"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1947, 47 pp.
Tales of Soviet airmen; a shorter edition of the book listed above.


---, *Vozdushnaiia Razvedka* ("Aerial Reconnaissance"), Gosvoenizdat, Moscow, 1938, 326 pp.


A review of Russian and Ukrainian military heroes through the Napoleonic period.


A documented account covering the period from June 23, 1943, through March 24, 1944.

An interesting presentation of the political Soviet view of the nature and role of morale in wartime.

LIAKHNITSKY, V. E., *Maskirovka Portov I Vodnykh Putei v Usloviakh SSSR*
BIBLIOGRAPHY

("Camouflage of Ports and Waterways under Conditions Prevailing in the USSR"), NKF, Moscow, 1944, 90 pp.


LOZOVOI-SHEVCHENKO, V. M., *Bor'ba s Aviatsiei Na Ee Aerodromakh* ("The Struggle with Aviation on Airdromes"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1941, 130 pp.


This is a collection of the writings of Admiral Makarov taken from his writings and lectures in the 1890's, published with only a very brief note—and internal evidence—to show that it is not current. It has not, apparently, been "purged."


A good study, with a foreword by Shaposhnikov.


A translation of a popular tract by a well-known Soviet historian.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

—-, AND E. N. GORODETSKY, Dokumenty po Istorii Grazhdanskoi Voiny ("Documents on the History of the Civil War"), OGIZ, Moscow, 1940, 544 pp.


MITIN, M., Moral'noe Sostoianie Germanskogo Tyla i Germanskoi Armii ("The Morale of the German Rear and Army"), OGIZ, Gospolitisdat, Moscow, 1942, 9 pp.

A political tract.


A popular tract with quotations from Lenin.


Na Dal'nykh Podstupakh K Moskve ("On the Far Approaches to Moscow"), Moscow, 1942, 186 pp.


NIKITTIN, M. N., Partizanskaia Voina V Leningradskoi Oblasti ("The Partisan War in Leningrad Region"), OGIZ, Gospolitisdat, Moscow, 1943, 114 pp.


A "popular" work.


A collection of articles.


Collected documents and commentary.
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The story told by a number of participants and observers.


A fictional description of artillery close support in combat.

PAROT'KIN, LT. COLONEL I. V., *Osvobozhdenie Zapadnoi Ukrainy* ("Liberation of the Western Ukraine"), OGIZ, Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1945, 48 pp.

By a Soviet General Staff officer.


A play about partisan life in the Lake Ilmen sector.


Divisional and regimental command points discussed.

PEKHOTA V NASTUPATEL'NOM BOIU ("Infantry in Offensive Combat"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 168 pp.

A collection of articles on infantry tactics, taken from *Red Star*.


Memoirs of a former Soviet tank officer; in two parts. (Part I was published previously [1947] under the same title.)


An historical outline for children.
BIBLIOGRAPHY


An account by the Soviet writer and correspondent of his war experience from August, 1943, to May, 1944.

———, *We Are Soviet People*, FLPH, Moscow, 1949, 590 pp.

A collection of 25 short stories on the war years and heroes; Stalin prize of 1948.


Describes the breakout from encirclement of Major General Galitsky and his men, the author with them.


The story of Soviet partisan warfare as told by many participants and Soviet correspondents.


A translation of the above work.


BIBLIOGRAPHY


Includes a large bibliography.


Includes many very good, although dated, illustrations.


A study by two Soviet General Staff officers.


Severnyi Flot v Velikoi Otechestvennoi Voine ("The Northern Fleet in the Great Fatherland War"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1949.


A fourth volume was projected and possibly published, but was not available for this study. This work has the reputation of having been very influential in forming Soviet military doctrine. It is a rather pedestrian account in detail of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff under Konrad from 1908-1915, written to bolster the author's contention of the necessity of having a strong general staff.


The original Russian was not available. The author is a military historian on the General Staff.

———, *Razgrom Nemetskykh Voisk pod Moskvoi* ("The Defeat of the German Troops before Moscow"), Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1943, 32 pp.


Historical Division of the General Staff.


Historical Division of the General Staff.


SHORICHEN, L. F., *Voprosy Strategii i Taktiki v Trudakh I. V. Stalina Perioda 1921–1925 Godov* ("Questions of Strategy and Tactics in the Works of


An account attributed to many Soviet participants in the operation.


A Soviet equivalent of “Janes’ Fighting Ships.”


A novel on the battle of Stalingrad.


Speech made at the Party Congress of the Volga Military District on November 12, 1927.


———, Proryv Ukreplennoi Polosy (“Breakthrough of a Fortified Zone”), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1941, 461 pp.

Smirnov, S., V Boiakh Za Budapesht (“In the Battles for Budapest”), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1947, 127 pp.


Textbook for Military Schools of the RKKA.


Stories about sailors.


Materials for political education studies.


Materials for political education studies.

The official manual issued to partisan forces, including tactical, material, weapons, and climate adjustment instructions.


This carries his writings through June, 1930. Later volumes containing his other writings are expected. Footnotes in the present study indicate the most important articles bearing on the subject of this book.


A reprint of his speech of February 23, 1928.


Translated from the final fifth Russian edition listed above; collected wartime addresses and orders of Stalin.


A Soviet translation into French; unfortunately not available in Russian.


Accounts by a number of Soviet officers and observers.


Collected articles by Soviet officers and correspondents.

SURINOV, MAJOR A., AND CAPTAIN V. NIKOL'SKY, TAKTIKA AVIATSII ("Aviation Tactics"), Osoaviakhim Central Committee, Moscow, 1940, 289 pp.


A work of great importance by a former Tsarist major general.


TALENSKY, MAJOR GENERAL NIKOLAI, DEUX CHOCS FOUDROYANTS ("Two Crushing Blows"), FLPH, Moscow, 1944, 71 pp.

Available only in official French translation. The defeats of the German armies at Moscow and Stalingrad in 1941 and 1942 are discussed.

——, LETNAIA KAMPANIЯ 1943 GODA ("The Summer Campaign of 1943"), Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1944, 29 pp.


——, VELOKOE SRAZHENIE POD STALINGRADOM ("The Great Engagement before Stalingrad"), Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1943, 30 pp.


A eulogy of the Tsarist admiral, Nakhimov, by the noted Soviet historian.

TEPLINSKY, BRIGADE COMMANDER B. L., AVIATSIIA V BOIu NAZEMNYKH VOISK ("Aviation in Combat against Land Troops"), Gosvoenizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1940, 142 pp.


Academy of the General Staff.


Collected articles by participants.

TIMOSHENKO, S., SHKO LA BOEOVI UCHEBY ("The School of Combat Study"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1940, 137 pp.

On training and discipline.

TOKAREV, VOENO-MORSKOI FLOT SSSR V OTECHESTVENNOI VOINE ("The Naval Fleet of the USSR in the Fatherland War"), Gosizpolit, Moscow, 1943.
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A bibliography.


TROTISKY, LEV, SOCHINENIIA ("Collected Works"), Vol. 17, Moscow-Leningrad, 1926.
On the Red Army in 1918.

TSIOLOKSY, K. E., TRUDY PO Raketnoi Tekhnike ("Works on Jet Technology"), Oborongiz, Moscow, 1947, 365 pp.

TUKHACHEVSKY, M., VOINA KLASSEV ("The War of Classes"), speeches of 1919-1921, Gosizdat, Moscow, 1921, 140 pp.


A translation of the above work.

Ulichnye Boi ("Street Fighting"), Voenizdat, Moscow, 1945, 94 pp.

USHAKOV, COLONEL SERGEI, BOEYVE BUDNI ("Daily Combat"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1946, 94 pp.
Memoirs of a heavy bomber pilot.


V BOIAXH ZA OREL ("In the Battles for Orel"), OGIS, Moscow, 1944, 297 pp.
Edited by Major General N. Talensky of the General Staff.


VELICHKO, GUARDS LT. COLONEL V., PADENIE KENIGSBERGA ("The Fall of Koenigsberg"), Pravda Press, Moscow, 1945, 39 pp.

Memoirs of a partisan leader, assistant to Kovpak.

VIZVOLENA LVIVSCHCHINA ("Liberation of Lvov"), Vil'na Ukraina, L'viv (Lvov), 1945, 158 pp. (in Ukrainian).

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Voin Krasnoi Armii v Plen ne Sdaet'sia ("Warriors of the Red Army Do Not Become Prisoners"), Leningrad, 1940, 14 pp.


Includes articles by Riazanov, Tukhachevsky, Gusev, et al.

Voiskovaiia Razvedka ("Troop Reconnaissance"), Voenizdat, NKO, Moscow.

A series of at least seventeen collections of articles in the period from 1943 to 1946; the collections vary in length from 60 to 120 pp. each.

VOLIN, B., Kak Rabochie i Krest'iani Ustanovili Sovetskuiu Vlast' i Otstoiali Ee v Grazhdanskoi Voine ("How the Workers and Peasants Established the Soviet Power and Defended It in the Civil War"), Pravda Press, Moscow, 1946, 40 pp.

Vooruzhennye Sily Sowiiz SSR ("The Armed Forces of the USSR"), Voenizdat, MVS, Moscow, 1949, 44 pp.

Materials for political education studies.


VOROB'EY, COLONEL F. D., Osvobozhdenie Pravoberezhnoi Ukrainy ("Liberation of the Eastern Ukraine"), OGIZ, Gospolitizdat, Moscow, 1945, 48 pp.

By a Soviet General Staff officer.


"For Command Personnel."


A reprint of the speech on the occasion of Stalin's seventieth birthday; printed first in Bol'shevik, No. 24, 1949.


BIBLIOGRAPHY

——, Stalin and the Red Army, FLPH, Moscow, 1939, 43 pp.
——, Statii i Rechi ("Articles and Speeches"), Partizdat, Moscow, 1936, 661 pp.
Collected works to that date.

Speeches at the 18th Party Congress, March 10–21, 1939.

By a Soviet correspondent observer.

Vozdushnaia Razvedka ("Aerial Reconnaissance"), Voelizdat, NKO, Moscow, 1942, 86 pp.
Collected articles from Stalinist Falcon and Red Star.

Pages 43ff are excerpts from guerrilla leaders' diaries.


YANOFSKOV, A. Y., Maksirovka Zheleznykh Dorog v Usloviakh PVO ("Railway Camouflage in Anti-Aircraft Conditions") Transzheldorizdat, Moscow, 1941, 115 pp.


Collected articles from Herald of the Air Fleet on research and on progress of Soviet aviation.


An unpublished Bulgarian translation of a lecture given in Russian.
A study by the Historical Division of the General Staff.

A study by the Historical Division of the General Staff.


**C. SOVIET SOURCES: SELECTED RECENT PERIODICAL REFERENCES**

ALEKSEEV, LT. COLONEL I., "Assembly of an Attack Group after Completion


Since published as a book.


This article was written on the occasion of Stalin’s seventieth birthday and has since been reprinted in pamphlet form.


BIBLIOGRAPHY


"Combat Experience—The Basis for Further Perfecting Military Mastery" (editorial), Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota, No. 11, June, 1945, pp. 1–4.


——, "The Offensive Power of Soviet Aviation," Krasnaia Zvezda, August 16 and 17, 1944.


GATOVSKY, L., "The Industrial Foundation of the Military Might of the USSR," Bol'shevik, No. 17–18, September, 1944, pp. 43–54.
BIBLIOGRAPHY


KORKODINOV, MAJOR GENERAL P. D. (General Staff), "The Operating Art of the Red Army," Morskoi Sbornik, No. 6, June, 1946, pp. 6–34.


KOROBKOV, N., "Russian Naval Traditions," Bol'shevik, No. 5, March, 1944, pp. 50–64.


The author discusses foreign experience in the main.


**MUSIYAKOV, MAJOR GENERAL P., "Coast Artillery," *Krasnyi Flot*, June 20, 1945.


BIBLIOGRAPHY


———, "On the Permanently Operating Factors Which Decide the Outcome of Wars," *Vestnik Vozdukhnogo Flota*, No. 4, April, 1951, pp. 8–15.


This is the only pronouncement on military affairs made by Stalin after the war.

BIBLIOGRAPHY


SVIATKOVSKY, MAJOR V., "The Organization of Tank Ambushes in the Mountains and Wooded Terrain," Zhurnal Avto-Bronetankovykh i Mekhanizirovannykh Voisk, No. 6, June, 1945, pp. 25ff.

TALENSKY, MAJOR GENERAL N. (General Staff), "A Great Lesson of History," Bol'shevik, No. 11, June, 1951, pp. 24-36.

An article on the anniversary of the German attack on the USSR.


------, "The Strategic Counter-Offensive," Voennaia Mysl', No. 6, June, 1946, pp. 3-16.

------, "Three Years of the Great Fatherland War of the Soviet People against the German Invaders," Bol'shevik, No. 10-11, May-June, 1944, pp. 9-21.


Tukhachevsky's last work; it expatiates on the 1936 Field Regulations.


VASILEV, COLONEL A., "Major Stages in the Struggle for the Dominion of


———, "How To Teach Flyers the Art of 'Reading' the Field of Battle from the Air," *Vestnik Vozdushnogo Flota*, No. 1, January, 1946, pp. 23–33.


This is a very useful account, in that it summarizes "formal" Soviet military doctrine. The article comprises the speech delivered on the occasion of Stalin's seventieth birthday anniversary and has since, with slight revision, been reprinted in pamphlet form.


BIBLIOGRAPHY


D. SOVIET SOURCES: RADIO MOSCOW AND TASS

The broadcasts of TASS and the Moscow Radio in Morse and English abroad and in Russian to the Moscow home audience and to the provincial press have been used. Reference is made in the footnotes to specific broadcasts cited.

E. FORMER SOVIET SOURCES

Books and Monographs

Ostensible memoirs of unevaluated veracity.

An account by a former Soviet farm director and officer who defected to the West in 1949.

Memoirs of a former Soviet reserve general and diplomat who defected in 1937 (cf. interviews).
BIBLIOGRAPHY

The story of the Soviet military intelligence network operating from Switzerland during the war, by a former member of its group.

The author was cipher clerk for the Soviet military intelligence network operating in Canada.

The author has made wide use of Soviet military journals from 1928–1930 and apparently served as an officer in the Red Army.


KALINOV, CYRILLE [Kyril], *Les Marchaux Soviétiques Vous Parlent . . .* ("The Soviet Marshals Speak . . ."), Libraire Stock, Paris, 1950, 302 pp. Ostensibly by a former Soviet General Staff colonel who defected to the West in 1949. The existence of this "colonel" has been disputed. The book contains some facts known to be true and others that are spurious, but its real interest is in anecdotal material, the veracity of which cannot be determined.


The author defected from the Soviet Purchasing Commission in the United States. He observed many interesting sidelights on the conduct of the war from his position high in the industrial apparatus.

The author was formerly head of the Soviet military intelligence in Western Europe.

The memoirs of a former Soviet General Staff captain who defected in 1948. Reliability very doubtful.

An English translation of the above book.

An account by a former instructor in this school in the 1930’s.
Although never in the Red Army, the author observed and recorded interesting aspects of it.

The story of a former Soviet air force officer who defected to the West after the war.

An account by a former Soviet colonel.

Allegedly the story of an anti-Soviet underground agent who infiltrated the Soviet military counterintelligence *Smersh* after the war in Central Europe.

Memoirs of a former instructor in a special school for Civil War generals in the 1920's and 1930's.

Written by a former Soviet diversionist agent in wartime-occupied Belorussia and including discussion of the *Smerish* surveillance in the Red Army.

The stories of thirteen former Soviet citizens, some of whom served in the Red Army.

The author was formerly a lieutenant colonel in the Soviet air force and was engaged in aerodynamics research. His experience includes a session with the Politburo and high-level contacts in line with his technical expertise on jet and rocket development and the enlistment of the aid of German specialists after the war. He defected to the West in 1949.

Memoirs of a former Communist agent in Germany.

The story of a former Polish soldier drafted into the Red Army.

The story of a former Soviet air force officer as told to the author, above.

An historical account by a former Soviet officer and Trotskyite.
Written by a former Soviet employee of the Soviet Embassy in Mexico; of some use concerning Soviet foreign intelligence methods.

By a former Soviet major who defected to the West since the war. His interpretation is that the Soviet high command is heedless of manpower losses.

Contains useful articles on the Soviet secret police.

Chasovoi ("The Sentinel"), an émigré Russian publication published monthly in Brussels.  
Contains articles by former Tsarist and Soviet officers and also news-editorials on military affairs.


By a former Soviet air force general captured during the war. Reliable.


Novoe Russkoe Slovo ("The New Russian Word").  
A Russian-language newspaper published daily in New York. It occasionally has articles by former Soviet officers.

Posev ("Sowing").  
An émigré Russian publication published weekly since 1947 in Limburg/Lahn and Frankfurt, U.S. Zone, Germany. It contains useful articles by former Soviet officers.

Rossiiskii Demokrat ("The Russian Democrat").  
An émigré Russian publication published in Paris since 1946 and appearing irregularly and under varying titles (Svobodnaia Mysl', "Free Thought"; Nezavisimyi Golos, "The Independent Voice"; Nezavisimaya Mysl', "Independent Thought"; Svobodnyi Golos, "Free Voice"; etc.). By the same editors as those
of Vozrozhdenie. Included in it are a number of useful articles by former Soviet officers.


The author, for 10 years in the Red Army, commanded a tank battalion before defecting to the West in 1949.

*Vozrozhdenie* ("Rebirth").

An émigré Russian publication published bimonthly in Paris. This journal contains interesting articles by former Soviet officers.

**Interviews**

A number of interviews of former Soviet officers by this author have been used as background sources in preparing this study. In almost all cases anonymity is required or preferred, and the few specific interviews listed below are the only ones of which the sources can be named, directly identified, and cited.

MARKOFF, ALEXEI (pseud.), formerly a major general in the Soviet army air force. General Markoff served in the Red Army from 1917 until his capture in combat during the Second World War. His prewar work in Soviet military planning and his wartime command experience have made him a most valuable source. His reliability has proved to be very high.

BARMINE, ALEXANDER, former Soviet general. He fought in the Civil War, graduated from the General Staff Academy (later named for Frunze) in 1923, and returned for a refresher course at the Frunze Academy in 1934. He defected from a diplomatic post in 1937.

KORIAKOV, MIKHAIL; formerly a Soviet writer and a captain serving on Timoshenko's staff. He was then with the air force, and later with the infantry until his capture shortly before the close of the war. As a professional journalist, he was observant of some matters of interest not often noted.

PIROGOV, PETER, former Soviet air force lieutenant. He was a navigator of a Soviet reconnaissance plane during and after the war. He defected to the West in 1948.

The author has personally interviewed the following former Soviet officers, who can be identified only by rank: Major General (infantry), Colonel (infantry), Colonel (army air force), Lt. Colonel (long-range air force), Lt. Colonel (rear services), Major (infantry), Captain (army air force), Captain (infantry), Captain (artillery), Senior Lieutenant (army air force), Senior Lieutenant (NKVD and NKGB), and Senior Lieutenant (tank troops).
In addition, I have benefited from accounts of interviews held by colleagues. In particular, I am indebted to Dr. Herbert Dinerstein, who is currently preparing a study on Soviet partisans, for making available data collected by him in extended interviews with about a dozen former Soviet partisans.

F. GERMAN SOURCES

Books


EINSIEDEL, HEINRICH GRAF VON, *Tagebuch der Versuchung* ("Diary of Temptation"), Pontes Verlag, Stuttgart, 1950. Memoirs of a German flyer; especially interesting are conversations with Soviet officers after his capture.


HALDER, GENERAL FRANZ VON, "Diary: Campaign in Russia," Vols. 6 and 7, February, 1941, through September, 1942. The unpublished diary of the Chief of the German General Staff during this period. A very useful document.

---, *Hitler als Feldherr* ("Hitler as Commander"), Munchener Dom-Verlag, 1949, 63 pp.


BIBLIOGRAPHY

Trial of the Major War Criminals before the International Military Tribunal, Nuremberg (November 14, 1945–October 1, 1946), Nuremberg, 1949, 42 vols.
This source contains a wealth of testimony and documents from German sources by the prosecutors and the defense.

Field Orders


Periodicals


The author was formerly head of the Historical Division of the German Navy and had personal access to high German commanders.


"Russian and German Tactics in World War II," *Military Review*, Vol. 29, No. 6, September, 1949, pp. 100-102. (Based on an article by a former German battalion commander.)


Special Source

An additional German military source of great knowledge and high reliability has occasionally been cited as "anonymous high-ranking German military source." Identity is known to this author but cannot be divulged. The material cited was in written form, prepared since the end of the war in the West.

G. NON-SOVIET COMMENTARIES ON SOVIET MILITARY AFFAIRS

Books


BUNYAN, JAMES, *Intervention, Civil War, and Communism in Russia*, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1936, pp. 267–276. The pages indicated contain the texts of several early Bolshevik military decrees and speeches by Trotsky.


BIBLIOGRAPHY

A former Comintern leader describes the Soviet Union at war, with some interesting sidelights.


The author was Chief of the Intelligence Division, Army Field Forces. This is probably the best published work on the Soviet Army.

Memoirs of a B-29 flyer shot down over Siberia and later repatriated.


An interesting survey based on Soviet materials.

The author served as military attaché of the French Embassy in Moscow from 1946 to 1948.


Written by a renegade former White officer who became pro-Soviet.


The most complete published work on this subject, by a former RAF intelligence officer.

Written by a former White officer in exile.

These are sections on the Soviet Army as observed in 1936 and during the recent war.


A book by Manstein's British defense counsel at the War Crimes trial.


By a former White officer.

(See pp. 88–137, 245–262, and 359–422.)


The full account of the famous Canadian spy case.
BIBLIOGRAPHY


SERGE, VICTOR, Hitler Contra Stalin ("Hitler against Stalin"), Ediciones Quetzal, Mexico, 1941, 226 pp.

SIMONE, ANDRE, La Batalia De Rusia ("The Battle of Russia"), El Libro Libre, Mexico, 1943, 174 pp.


An amusing memoir of the author's experience in meeting Soviet troops and generals in Yugoslavia and Austria during the war.


Extracts translated for this author.


Periodicals

The monthly Military Review, published by the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, is a particularly rich source, since it contains digested translations of useful articles from numerous foreign military journals, including occasional Soviet articles.


Full text of a release by the Department of Defense on "The Sorge Spy Ring—A Case Study in International Espionage in the Far East," as given in extension of remarks by the Honorable H. O. Lovre.


Dingler, "Der Rotarmist als Kämpfer" ("The Red Army Man as a Sol-
BIBLIOGRAPHY


A review by this author of the books by Ely, Lee, and Guillaume cited in this bibliography; and an outline of particular points in Soviet military doctrine, strategy, and tactics.


In this article the author has examined the Soviet "calculation of the relation of forces," particularly in political decision-making, but with reference to strategy.


Written by the former commander of the Fourth Polish Infantry Division.


By the former British military attaché in Moscow.


An analysis of Stalin's letter to Razin.


A very competent review.


A recent and interesting evaluation.


"Russian Tactical Principles," *Military Review*, Vol. 28, No. 5, August, 1948, pp. 94-96. (Digested from an article by Capt. H. Kurz in a Swiss military journal.)
"Russian Tactics," *Military Review*, Vol. 28, No. 8, November, 1948, pp. 85–86. (Based on a Danish source.)


This entire issue is devoted to this subject. It contains interesting information but unfortunately also suffers from a number of errors.


A survey of Russian, and recent Soviet, naval policy.


An account of Soviet generals.


ZACHAROFF, LUCIEN, "The Red Air Fleet Two Years After," Air Age, June, 1943, pp. 6ff.

H. SELECTED NON-SOVIET COMMENTARY REFERENCES

Books


———, Principles of War, Military Service Publishing Co., Harrisburg, Pa., 1942. (Written in 1812.)


EISENHOWER, GENERAL DWIGHT D., Crusade in Europe, Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1948, 478 pp. A chapter on his contact with the Soviet Army and visit to Moscow is included (pp. 457–478).


The section indicated discusses the Russian and Soviet General Staffs.


A pioneer study of the subject indicated.


An analysis of the current strategic scene based on a very confused neo-Marxian political-strategic outlook.


Periodicals